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2 Disclaimer

Important notice about using your print ad in a Case Study E-blast reprint

PMMI Media Group cannot guarantee that every print ad will display properly in all 
circumstances, when used in a PDF reprint.

This is because we cannot control what software email recipients use to view PDFs.

Most PDFs viewed using Acrobat reader will usually display correctly. But the Acrobat plugins 
used to display PDFs within various web browsers are often not as reliable at displaying 
everything as intended. For example, a PDF viewed in Safari may look fine, while viewing it in 
Firefox or Internet Explorer will reveal display errors.

The same is true for PDFs viewed using other image previewing software.

Unfortunately, there are no specifications that we can provide that will ensure that every ad 
created will display correctly in PDF form in every available viewing software. But by creating 
your ad in a very simple and smartly constructed manner, you can reduce the likelihood that 
your ad will display incorrectly.



3 Recommendations

Some suggested guidelines:

•  If there are multiple images used within the ad, merge all of the images and background 
graphic elements together into a single rasterized image. You can then place any text and 
logos used in the ad on top of that singular background image before outputting as a PDF.

•  Do not rasterize the text and logos as part of the singular background image. Keep text as a 
font based element, and any logos as vector based graphics.

•  Please test your ad PDF in various web browsers before submitting it to us. You can 
usually choose a “File/Open” command from most drop down menus in your web browser. 

If you choose to run your print ad in a PDF reprint, but do not wish to troubleshoot any display 
errors that occur, PMMI Media Group will charge a rate of $175/hour to troubleshoot the ad for 
you, at your discretion.


